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1 Introduction

This configuration manual will help you understand the software and hardware require-
ments that will help to re-create the project. This manual will help to implement the
research project ”Predicting Terrorism Attacks with Bitcoin Prediction using Time Series
Analysis.”

2 System Requirements

2.1 Hardware

Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 - 4150U CPU @ 2.00 Ghz; AMD Radeon R5 M230 2GB ; 12 GB
RAM; 1TB HDD; Windows 8.1 64 bit.

2.2 Software

• Rstudio: Loading the data and feature selection of data and filtering the data and
making tree maps for initial data visualization.

• Jupyter: Running various models on Bitcoin (ARIMA, LSTM, RNN) and Terrorism
(ARIMA) on a IDE of Python that is accessed using a browser.

• Tableau: For the final visualization of data of Bitcoin and Terrorism.

3 Project Development

3.1 Dataset

Two different datasets were taken for this research. The first one being Bitcoin Historical
data from kaggle Zielak (2019) and Terrorism data is also taken from kaggle START
(2017).

Bitcoin data has more than 2,49,000 rows and 8 columns. Terror data has more than
1,80,000 rows and 135 columns.
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3.2 Data Preparation

Initial Preparation is done by both R and Python. Terrorism data is downloaded from
Kaggle and then loaded into Rstudio and then data is filtered out to some specific coun-
tries where we expect to get some results. Date is merged from day month and year
to a single column of date, this is further filtered to match the year of Bitcoin Data i.e
2013. After that we do some initial analysis by printing some tree maps to show number
of people killed in various countries and number of people killed year wise.Preda (2019)
Data is then saved into CSV format and then Jupyter notebook is used for further ana-
lysis. The Figure 1 shows the filtering of data and Figure 2 shows the tree map printing
code.

Figure 1: Data Cleaning using RStudio

3.3 Bitcoin ARIMA prediction

Further on Bitcoin coin data is downloaded from kaggle again and loaded onto Jupyter
Notebook to pre-process data and do further analysis on it. As seen below in Figure 3
the libraries such as numpy, pandas, scipy, matplotlib and other are used and the code
guidance is taken from Aptem (2017).
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Figure 2: Tree Map Printing using RStudio

Figure 3: Bitcoin Arima Libraries and Data Loading using Jupyter

After this the data is re sampled into daily and weekly format for easier analysis as
seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Bitcoin Data Re sampling and Plotting using Jupyter

This helps us understand how the data looks in different re sampled format. After
that we do the seasonality test to check the Observed, Trend, seasonality, Residuals.
All these are plotted. The Dickey Fuller test is conducted, If the values are greater
than 0. That implies that the data is non stationary. Hence transformations like Box
Cox transformations along with Seasonal and Regular Differentiation is done. Auto and
Partial correlation is then plotted to see if the seasonality is removed or not. The code
for the same is seen in Figure 5
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Figure 5: Transformations and Differentiation using Jupyter

After that Model selection is run, where variations are run by the system in a loop
to find the optimal P(Seasonal Autoregressive Order) ,D (Seasonal Difference Order)
,Q(Seasonal Moving Average Order) ,m (The number of times steps for a single seasonal
period) values. This helps us to find the best model that would be for the type of data
that we are providing it with. The code can be seen below in Figure 6

Figure 6: Finding best model to run ARIMA using Jupyter
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After that we confirm the residuals plot and auto correlation plot to confirm which
should show Dickey Fuller test as p = 0.00, indicating that the data is stationary as seen
in Figure 7

Figure 7: Checking Autocorrelation plot for seasonality using Jupyter

After that we run the prediction model with the ’datetime’ function and input the
date values we are looking for a prediction of. The whole data is put to find the prediction
and another line is plotted along side the original values to show the predicted values.
This is plotted below in the Figure 8 After that we find the error percentage to find the
actual difference between the original values and the predicted values to show how best
our model works.
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Figure 8: Predicting values and checking Accuracy using Jupyter
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3.4 Terrorism ARIMA prediction

Terrorism Data is also loaded onto Jupyter Notebook as seen in Figure 9 for further
processing and implementing of model on it. It is mostly similar to the Bitcoin ARIMA
prediction but here the data needs to be pre processed and then converted to a time series
to implement time series prediction and the code guidance is taken from Aptem (2017).

Figure 9: Library initialization and Data Loaded using Jupyter

Initially the data is loaded and parsed along the date column and the multiple country
of the ’country txt’ is dropped. The date column is set as the index for further processing
as seen in Figure 10

Figure 10: Data processing using Jupyter

The date is then grouped into 1 as there are multiple attacks in a day and need to
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be summed into 1 to create a time series as seen in Figure 11 A new index is created to
complete the time series. Since not all days there is a terror attack and hence we put in
a new index and the values are set to 0, which are further on changed to ’NaN’ and then
they are filled in using ffill method since in box cox transformations all values should
be positive and above 0. The data is also resampled into weekly format so as to reduce
the error percentage. Below the data is plotted showing the number of people killed and
wounded over the years in Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Yemen, Syria and Libya where
ISIS is active.

Figure 11: Data Plotted using Jupyter

Then the same process of ARIMA as in bitcoin prediction is repeated of finding auto
correlation and removing stationary data. Further we predict the values in a time series
based on the input of week dates that we provide and then check for the error percentage
between the original values and the predicted values as seen in Figure 12
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Figure 12: Data Plotted using Jupyter
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3.5 Bitcoin RNN prediction

Bitcoin Data is loaded onto the Jupyter Notebook. Data is parsed based on the time
stamp which was in seconds format and converted to normal date as seen in Figure 13
and the code guidance is taken from Tatbak (2019).

Figure 13: Data Loaded and Parsed using Jupyter

Next the data is split into training and testing for further prediction. It is saved
into array format. After that the array is scaled by MinMaxScaler function and then
transformed as seen in Figure 14

Figure 14: Training and Testing data created using Jupyter

Next the RNN model is run using TensorFlow with 100 epoch size. There are five rnn
layers deployed to improve the accuracy and working of the system, as seen in Figure 15
16
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Figure 15: RNN is run using Tensor Flow using Jupyter

Figure 16: RNN model is run and results displayed using Jupyter

The accuracy of the model is then checked. We use similar parameters as we did for
ARIMA model. i.e New Mean Squared Error, Mean Absolute Error, Root Mean Squared
Error and Mean Absolute Percentage Error as shown in Figure 17
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Figure 17: Model’s Accuracy is Displayed using Jupyter

3.6 Bitcoin LSTM Prediction

Long Short term memory model has one of the best accuracy there is. It continues the
work of RNN. It uses Tensor flow to calculate the values. It is much faster than RNN.
This is because we reduce the batch size to 32 than the 64 in RNN. The code can be seen
in Figure 18

Figure 18: LSTM model is run using Tensor Flow using Jupyter

After that the accuracy is checked similar to the RNN model. We use similar para-
meters as we did for ARIMA model. i.e New Mean Squared Error, Mean Absolute Error,
Root Mean Squared Error and Mean Absolute Percentage Error as shown in Figure 19
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Figure 19: LSTM model’s is plotted using Jupyter
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